**Pgm Horse Name (Jockey)** | **Wgt M/E** | **PP** | **Start** | **1/4** | **1/2** | **Str** | **Fin** | **Odds** | **Comments**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
5 | Night Break (Williams, Dylan) | 117 LA | 5 2 | 1/Head | 1 1/2 | 3 1/2 | 1 6 1/4 | 1.90* drew off, drifting out
2 | Simply Seattle (Canchano, Aldo) | 122 L b | 2 5 | 3 | 2 | 2 | 1 2 2 | 17.10 bore out, rushed up
12 | Lily’s Joy (Melancon, Larry) | 122 L | 12 9 | 9 5 | 4 2 | 3 2 3/4 | 2.50 moved up late
4 | Brendita’s Hooray (Enriquez, Juan) | 122 L | 4 10 | 10 4 | 6 | 3 1/2 | 1 4 3/4 | 8.20 angled widest turn
6 | Berengaria (Hernandez, Jr., Brian) | 122 LA | 6 3 | 8 7 5 | 5 1/2 | 5 3 1/4 | 8.00 saved ground, no rally
8 | Street Sign (Teator, Phil) | 122 L | 8 8 | 4 1/2 | 4 1/2 Head 6 | 1 2 | 6 1/2 | 18.30 tracked off rail
10 | Suzie Moon (De La Cruz, Fernando) | 117 L | 10 6 | 6 7 | 8 8 8 | 1 2 | 7 1 | 19.70 failed to menace
9 | Tequila Bound (McKee, John) | 122 L | 9 4 | 2 1/2 | 5 5 5 | 1 2 | 8 | 18.00 steadied 3/16 pole
1 | A Gal Named Slew (Woods, Jr., Charles) | 122 L | 1 7 | 3 1/2 | 3 1/2 Head | 2 | 9 1/2 | 3.20 on the rail early
3 | Cinderella’s Charm (Swiss, Dean) | 122 L | 3 11 | 11 15 | 10 1/2 | 10 4 | 10 5 | 6.00 squeezed back start
11 | Saratoga Secret (Thompson, Terry) | 122 L | 11 1 | 5 1/2 | 11 10 | 11 1 | 1 2 3/4 | 11.90 through early
7 | Sunshine On Tap (Mojica, Orlando) | 122 LA | 7 12 | 12 | 12 | 12 | 6 | 0 3 | 59.50 forced in, far back

**Fractional Times:** 22.42 45.28 57.51

**Final Time:** 1:10.24

**Winners:** Night Break, Dark Bay or Brown Filly, by Pure Prize out of Two Fer, by Olden Times. Foaled May 02, 2005 in Kentucky.

**Breeder:** Haggenburg Sexton & Sandra Sexton.

**Winning Owner:** Reed, Kay and Pena, Ruben

**Scratched Horse(s):** Goodgollymissdolly, Miss Keokuk

**Total WPS Pool:** $95,417

**Footnotes:**

NIGHT BREAK away alertly, set pace throughout and drew off through the stretch while drifting out late. SIMPLY SEATTLE bore out and bumped rival at the start, rushed up inside to battle winner but was no match and held place. LILY’S JOY unburied early, rallied up outside into the turn and moved up in the stretch. BRENDITA’S HOORAY had no speed to the turn, angled widest for the drive and improved position. BERENGARIA had an inside trip to no avail. STREET SIGN tracked leaders from well off rail to turn then dropped back. SUZIE MOON failed to menace. TEQUILA BOUND showed brief foot, shuffled back, went for a hole that closed in upper stretch and had to check while tiring. A GAL NAMED SLEW raced inside to the turn, made a minor bid at the quarter pole but flattened out through the lane. CINDERELLA’S CHARM was squeezed back at the start and never menaced. SARATOGA SECRET was through early. SUNSHINE ON TAP was forced in at the start then, far back at all times.